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Introduction by Bill Highleyman
Is your business growing at a rapid rate? Are your IT systems getting close to their capacity limits? Is
there enough of a capacity margin to get you through the peaks of the coming year? What will a CPU
failure mean in terms of overloading your systems during peak traffic times?
At the recent BITUG (British Isles Tandem User Group) meeting in London in December, 2011, Damian
Ward, NonStop Solutions Architect at VocaLink, presented an in-depth analysis of the capacity planning
used by VocaLink, the provider of the Faster Payments Service (FPS) and LINK Scheme (LS) service to
UK banks. Damian has been immersed in the IT industry for over twenty years and was Vice Chairman of
BITUG at the time of his presentation. He is now Chairman.
The technique he describes is based on past statistics and future projections of system traffic. It results in
an amazingly simple graphic showing daily “hot spots” predicted for the coming year and predicts the
probability that a CPU failure during a particular hot spot will cause an overload condition. Damian shows
how this analysis was recently used to select an LS service upgrade strategy from several options.

LINK is the UK's cash machine network.
Virtually every cash machine in the UK is connected to LINK, and LINK provides the only route through
which debit card and ATM card issuers can offer their customers reliable nationwide access to cash. All of
the UK's significant debit and ATM card issuers are LINK members.
Cash machine operators who want to deploy ATMs in the UK must join the LINK scheme in order to be
able to offer cash to the 100 million LINK-enabled cards in circulation.
LINK cash withdrawals can exceed £10 billion per month in value and at its busiest; LINK processes over
1 million transactions an hour and experiences transaction arrival rates of up to 482 transactions per
second.
The number of cash machines in the UK has grown from 36,000 in 2001 to around 64,500 today. The
number of free-to-use ATMs is at an all-time high of over 42,000. Almost 97% of all ATM cash
withdrawals by UK cardholders in the UK are made free of charge.
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Transaction Volume Forecasting
The process begins by forecasting the daily volume over the next 24 months, a remarkable task in itself.
This is done via a combination of past daily statistics and future monthly projections. Specifically these
are not IT led forecasts but come from the business, although we can help with the modelling.
Monthly volume Forecasting
The high level data used for transaction forecasting must come from the business. This approach not only
ensures that any new business initiatives are taken into account but also serves to protect IT from the
dangers of reliance on past data only.
The business provides monthly transaction volume forecast data covering a rolling 24 month period.
Past Daily Projections
VocaLink uses historical transaction data to determine various peak ratios:






Year to Peak Month
Peak Month to Peak Day
Peak Day to Peak Hour
Peak Hour to Peak Minute
Peak Minute to Peak Second

As an example, this analysis might lead to the following tables. Given a monthly transaction volume,
Table 1 shows the ratios to determine the peak day, the peak hour, the peak minute, and the peak
second of the month. VocaLink’s data shows that the peak day of the month is always the last Friday of
1
the month . Table 2 allows the calculation of the peak traffic on the other Fridays relative to the peak
Friday. For months with five Fridays, a fifth Friday ratio is included). Table 3 then allows these projections
to be extended to the other days of the week for each week in the month.
Period
Monthly volume
Peak Day
Peak Hour
Peak Minute
Peak Second

Ratio
given
0.05
0.09
0.02
0.02

Friday
st
1
nd
2
rd
3
th
4

Period Ratios
Table 1

Ratio
0.92
0.92
0.93
1.00

Weekday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Friday Ratios
Table 2

Ratio
0.69
0.72
0.74
0.80
1.00
0.89
0.57

Weekday Ratios
Table 3

For instance, if the monthly volume is 250,000,000 transactions, the last Friday in that month would
process 12,500,000 transactions, the peak hour 1,125,000 transactions, the peak minute 22,500
transactions, and the peak second 450 transactions. The peak transaction rate for the third Friday of that
month would be 418 transactions/sec. (.93 x 450), and the peak transaction rate for the Tuesday of that
week would be 301 transactions/sec. (418 x .72).
This start of this process is illustrated below:
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With the exception of Christmas and other holiday periods which are modelled manually.
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Stage 1
th
insert 4 Friday volume

Stage 2
Populate remaining Fridays

Stage 3
Populate remaining week days

Daily Profiling
In order to get a more detailed view of the transaction day we analyzed historical data to determine hourly
transaction volumes for a peak Friday. This gives us the transaction profile for the peak day as illustrated
below.

This profile is for a peak Friday but matches other weekdays pretty well which all share the typical ‘lunch
time’ peak followed by another busy period following the end of the working day. With a little more effort
the distribution for weekends and holidays could also be created. Typically weekends and holidays exhibit
a smoother, less peaky profile. That said, capacity planning is all about the peaks and this is where we
focus our effort.
After using the profile to predict hourly volumes from the daily volumes already calculated, the hour to
minute and minute to second ratio’s are used to predict the peak second for each hour in the day.
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By comparing the results of both approaches we can see the peak hour and hence minute and second
values are very close, the use of these 2 different approaches helps to validate the model.
In the extract below, on the left we have the peak second value derived purely from the ratio’s. In the
centre we show the peak second derived using the hourly profile and then ratio’s and on the right we
show the difference between the two.
The difference in peak tps between methods is just 2 tps.

The forward looking transactional model is now complete; this will be used to determine system capacity
requirements going forward. And to answer “what if” scenario questions from the Business.
However our work is not yet done with this model, this like any transactional model must be continually
refined over time and must also adapt to changing business conditions. To this end the model is tuned
through comparison with actual transactional data and is reviewed and adjusted annually.
We work in conjunction with the Business to refine not only their transaction forecasts but also the
mapping from a given monthly transaction volume to the peak second volumes illustrated above.

Determining Server Workload
The transaction workload imposed on a server can be determined by looking at Measure data gathered
from production and / or volume test environments. This Measure data allows the per-CPU transaction
cost to be calculated. A maximum workload can be determined based on the application. In the case of
the LINK scheme, basic service time to switch a transaction from an transaction acquirer to a card issuer
feed is about 0.1 seconds. Knowing the allowable server loading and the CPU cost per transaction, the
maximum transaction rate that can be safely handled is easily determined.
Representing Critical Days Graphically
The profile of relative transaction volumes for each of the hourly periods in a day can be used to extend
the transaction-rate results across all the hours of the day. VocaLink plots the peak per-second
transaction rates for each hour in an Excel table with colour coding using Excel’s conditional formatting
capability. The result is a table that appears below.
Peak transaction rates near or in excess of the maximum allowable transaction rates are colour coded in
deepening shades of red. In this chart, 345 tps was specified as the critical transaction rate. The periods
of concern are obvious.
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Using this method the model can be rolled forward as far as there are valid projections from the Business,
VocaLink projects transaction volumes over a rolling 24 month period.

Example Case Study - A thought exercise
The analysis discussed so far can be used to illustrate the compound probability of a CPU failure
impacting service. And to help the business select from a number of expansion options. VocaLink had
already planned a migration from S series to an NB series blade system. However prior to the scheduled
migration a software upgrade significantly raised the resource requirements of a core application
jeopardizing out ability to comfortable process peak volumes with a CPU down.
At quiet time a CPU failure would not impact the
service, however at a busy time it could, here we
attempt illustrate and quantify this for each
potential upgrade path.
Three options were considered to expand the
capacity of the NonStop S-Series servers.


Option 1, rebalance + shut down non essential
processes.



Option 2, upgrade two of the twelve CPUs to a
newer version CPU (increase the capacity of
two CPUs by 25%).



Option 3, add two new CPUs to the current
twelve-CPU configuration (each has 25% more
capacity than the current CPUs).
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The relative CPU capacity of each option is illustrated above.
Taking this relative capacity and applying to the CPU failure model we can build up various “what-if”
scenarios.
The system capacity (tps) following a specific CPU failure for each option is illustrated below:

The model illustrated so far takes many factors into account to determine maximum system capacity. For
a Production / DR configuration the maximum capacity is that of the system with a single CPU down (n-1)
and with none of the remaining CPUs running in excess of 80% utilized.
This is a relatively conservative approach, these services are designed to be highly available and down
time or degraded service caused by inadequate capacity is the same as downtime caused by component
failure. The customer / cardholder does not care why a service is unavailable, they only know that it is.
What is the probability of a CPU failure impacting service?
Here we will attempt to calculate the probability of component failure impacting the real time service.
Taking each day in turn we determine the hours of the day where a CPU failure could impact the service,
this uses the predicted maximum tps for each hour determined previously and illustrated below:
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Given the day above a CPU failure in hour 12 or hour 13 could impact the service as we may not have
adequate capacity to process the modeled workload comfortably, this is illustrated below:

The chart also indicates the number of danger CPU’s during each hour, essintially this is taking into
account that the system is not perfectly balanced and that the impact of each CPU failing is different. As
can be seen when volume reduces in hour 13 the number of danger CPU’s also reduces.
The input to this was the calcuation of max tps should a given CPU fail. This analysis takes into account
this CPU’s processes will fail over to following the CPU failure.
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A failure will not be corrected instantly so we also take into account a fix time of 6 hours and add this to
the model as illustrated below. This shows that a CPU failure in any of the hours shown below has the
possibility of impacting the service, ie should a CPU fail in hour 10 we cannot guarantee it will be repaired
and available again in time for the peak processing period in hour 12.

Coupled with this analysis is a computation of the likelihood that a CPU failure will cause an overload
condition on any particular day for each of the tabled options.. This probability is calculated over a time
period and increases as the time period increases.
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For this option the probability of a CPU failure impacting service over the coming 16 months using a 6
hour fix time is circa 1.85%

For this option the probability of a CPU failure impacting service over the coming 16 months using a 6
hour fix time is circa 0.7%
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For this option the probability of a CPU failure impacting service over the coming 17 months using a 6
hour fix time is circa 0%, this is also true of the upgrade to NB50000 option.

The analyses described above led to the following failure probabilities over sixteen months for various
repair times:

Expansion Option

2-hour repair

4-hour repair

6-hour repair

Rebalance

0.85%

1.35%

1.85%

Upgrade two CPUs

0.33%

0.53%

0.72%

0%

0%

0%

Add two CPUs

Probability of Overload Failure over 16 months (%)

Summary
Transaction volume forecasting can be as simple as some ratios. The workload imposed on the servers
can be determined by using Measure data. Combining forecasted volume with server workload and
including failure scenarios can give important insight into future server needs.
The least expensive way to maximize capacity is to ensure that CPUs in the server are well-balanced.
In addition to forecasting performance, these techniques can be used to validate a system’s performance
under a Service Level Agreement (SLA) specification.
I am happy to discuss this technique with you and can be contacted at damian.Ward@vocalink.com, I can
also be found on LinkedIn or in person at any BITUG event.
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